The Universal laws.

In our universe and even much further, there are laws in action who are very useful to know, for the simple reason that they apply on everything, everyone and always. If a law is applied to you, and you don't know about it, that could lead to confusion, incomprehension and to wrong decision making, or even anger, frustration and a lot of other annoyances.

Example:

On the highway you may not drive more than 120 km/h (88 miles/h in Europe) but no one told you. Then of course one day you will decide to go faster because it's interesting to arrive quicker at your destination. But you get “flashed” and you get a fine for speeding. Let's admit that on the papers of the fine, there is no clear explanation why you got it. That will have as consequence that you will probably drive too fast again and get more fines. The fines will be greater and will eventually lead to the confiscation of your vehicle and even prison. You will find yourself deprived of your liberty and/or money and you still haven't understood why. Then you will certainly complain : Why me ?

Things would have been much different if you had known the existence of this law that states that you may not go faster than 120 km/h. In a similar way there are universal and unchanging laws which most of the people on earth do not know of their existence. So many people are doing things that are against these laws, which has consequences that put them in the same situation as in the example with the fines. Then the same question comes up : “Why do all these things happen to me ?”

This is valid on an individual scale as well as on a global scale, and even on a planetary or interplanetary scale.

You have to know that the non-knowledge of these laws (for reasons that will be explained later) has made earth as it is at the moment. So to bring my humble contribution to a better world, I will explain as good as I can these laws and how they function.
There are three laws and a fourth complementary:

Here they are:

1) Law of Attraction.
2) Law of deliberate Creation
3) Law of Tolerance.
4) Law of Equilibrium.

A trick to remember them easier is to take the first letter of each which forms the word ACTE.
(In French this means an act in the sense of doing something)

Of course, as everything that exists in the universe, these three laws are interdependent and not separable. We can always find an interaction between these laws.
The fourth is called “complementary” because the fact of knowing and applying the first three laws, automatically brings the fourth which is an equilibrium.
These laws are universal, unchangeable and apply to everything and everyone and are impossible to avoid. But all humans have “freewill” and therefore can ignore them. But this won't save us from the consequences of not respecting them.

To have an idea of the interaction between those laws, here are some examples:

- When you intentionally desire to create something, then you will attract the necessary things to do it.
- When you tolerate the others, you attract the tolerance of the others.
- In the contrary, when you do not tolerate the others, then you will attract the non-tolerance of the others. (well known phenomena in our society: racism...)
When you do « good » around you, you will attract good things for yourself and create a better life, which increases the tolerance towards others, and leads to a balanced life. Once in a balanced state this increases again the tolerance and you attract the necessary things to keep this balanced state. (equilibrium). This is the spiral of evolution.

This last phrase is the most important one to reach towards a better life and for a society that works. For the moment it is the opposite : you want to harm others so you attract problems which creates a less happy life, which will decrease tolerance and leads finally to an unbalanced state. This will decrease even more the tolerance and you attract the necessary things to create anarchy or chaos. (the downwards spiral of regression.) This is the case of a lot of societies on this planet.

Now let's analyze each law in detail, and begin with the first law of attraction.
Law of Attraction

This law is already known to many people but in another form and most of the time without knowing that it's an universal law.
This is when we say:
- Those who resemble will assemble.
- Don't do to others what you wouldn't like they do to you.
- That what you resist will persist.

Sometimes you observe somebody who is not respecting the others and you say:
He will attract himself some problems. In all these cases it is the law of attraction but expressed in another way. So this phenomenon of attraction in our nature is called a law because it's something established. This law is active from the beginning of time (if that exists) and will be active until the end of time (if there is one) and is active as well in the material world as in the non-material world. (spiritual world)
This law is present in nature to contribute to keep a balance (equilibrium or 4th law) in the universe.

Let's look in nature itself: (material world)
- Without attraction between the particles of matter, (from the slightest to the biggest) this matter would simply not hold together, and we would have a universe filled up without order (chaos). So the attraction law has formed atoms, molecules, living organisms, which can be very small or very big like planets, stars, black holes...
- Without attraction of the colors and the perfume of flowers, there would be no insects and therefore no reproduction of these flowers.
- Without electromagnetic or electrostatic attraction, there would be no electricity.
- Without attraction, no gravity.

So we can find the law of attraction in all matter, but we can find it also in the psychological and spiritual domain, and last but not least: in love.
The greatest force of attraction is Love (with a big L). And as some people would like to say: The law of attraction is love in action, and as a result the whole universe holds together with Love.

Let's analyse especially the psychological and spiritual aspects of this law of attraction.
This law functions also in a much subtler way than we can see in the material world.
Example: Your thoughts! As seen in the document about dowsing, all that exists is a vibration, in the material world as in the non-material world. So thoughts are vibrations, and similar vibrations will attract each other. So the direct consequences of the attraction law is that you attract people and situations around you who correspond with your dominating thought patterns! (This is very important to keep in mind)

This could be personal or collective, and conscious or unconscious. And all thoughts can be amplified by the words we express. (The verb)
So the consequences of the attraction law must be that we, the humans, have to be careful of what we think or say, because we will attract the necessary things to be able to experience what we thought or said.
This is very important for people who find life unjust, and not worth living. If you find yourself in this case, place yourself in front of a mirror, and ask yourself how you mainly think, about what you think and how you speak. (And if you don't like it, think again!)
Of course, there is not only you, but there are also others that form groups or collectivities and who think one way or another. In the subtle domain of thoughts and verbs (vibrations), the
law of attraction is closely tied together with the second law of deliberate creation, but we will see that later in this document.

Now let's take some examples of the attraction law and explain them:

- If you give without thinking of getting something in return, the attraction law will "attract" persons and situations that will give you things in return. (Not necessarily the same things)

In this case, giving must be understood in the sense of helping someone, if this is giving materially (money, objects, food..) or non-materially. (knowledge, advice, love..)

This really works and the good news is that the return is often more important than what has been given.

Unfortunately, this lovely example of the attraction law is often undermined by ourselves for the following reasons :
- In our society we are not used not to think about a return act, it's rather the contrary. How many times do we not say : I did this and that for them, now it's their turn. Right ?
- Or it can be the fear that the return acts will not work : I gave this and that to the others, but I doubt that something will come back...It would be too good to be true...Or you are in front of the return of things and you refuse or “delete” it by thinking you're not worth receiving any return.

This last described attitude is the result of some religions that are still much present in our thoughts and actions. Now that you know all this, make the experience of giving without thinking or counting, and you will see that the law of attraction really works. And when you get the return, accept it !

A significant experience of the attraction law is with animals. When you pass by a large dog like a doberman, and you are very afraid of it, you may be certain that you will be attacked or barked at. Now pass by again with the thoughts : This dog is the most beautiful dog that I know and I love it. (of course you have to be able to do this sincerely !) Then you will see that the dog will do nothing, or will come close to you to get cherished. It's interesting to mention that animals will almost never hurt little children who do not yet have the age to know doubt and fear.

Animals, especially the stronger ones (lion, tiger, bear, elephant) will immediately react to the thoughts and emotions that you beam around you (vibrations). If they are loving vibrations, no animal will hurt you, but if they are vibrations of doubt and fear, then you better avoid the animals. Finally this is simply to say that these animals, and also the humans around you are only mirrors to make you experiment (create) what you think or say.

Another example of the law of attraction who applies collectively is the following :

Most people now on earth do not know the reality of these laws and their effect, and assign a lot of things to “hazard”. And then adopt the fact of being a “victim” of some events. If a whole population considers itself as a victim of starvation, even if the origin of the lack of food is a war or a natural catastrophe, the fact is that they consider themselves as victims, and the attraction law will not arrange things in this case. This population will attract even more experiences of victims which will enforce them in their role as victim.

Example : An African country where there is a human disaster and who asks for food. In our country we will collect money to help them but the “hazard” will avoid that this money gets there because there will be one or more persons that will “intercept” the money and use it for
something else, or the military will use it to buy new weapons. And by the way, it is not only African countries that play the victim role, how many times do we hear saying in our countries “I’m a victim of this and that…”

But now that you know that the law of attraction exists, (even if you don't believe it) and that it works, it's a lot more interesting to change ideas about this “victim state of mind” and to ask yourself : “If I'm in a state of victim, how can I change my thoughts / words / actions to avoid attracting that kind of situations ?”
And to end with the role of victim, I can tell you that one of the main reasons why populations on earth are in the state they are now, is due to the following pattern : I am victim -> law of attraction + law of deliberate creation = I am even more victim.
This is like a downwards spiral towards negative vibrations. (pain, suffering, despair..)

To conclude, here's another example of the law of attraction applied on the adaption to the environment. The human body is a marvelous vehicle created by nature (The Source) and is perfect for it's purpose. This body, if in perfect health, has a possibility of adaption to it's environment beyond your imagination if of course spirit and soul are “aligned”. This body can adapt itself to a hostile environment.(or not)

When our environment changes the we attract the necessary biologic changes to adapt to the new environment.

Examples:

On earth, there are regions where it's very cold, and also where it's very hot. In our regions, (here I speak about Europe and north America) we are exposed to an average temperature from 0°C till 30°C. When you wear the right clothes, that doesn't present a problem. If now in our regions the temperature would be for some time around -30 (or + 40 or 50°C), that would be experienced as « unusual » and most people would complain about the extreme conditions. Our body would not adapt to the new conditions, and we would simply wait somewhere until the conditions go back to normal.

But if you move to another region, and you go living in the north of Canada or Norway (-30°C till -60°C or in an African country like Tchad or Zaire (+30° C till +50° C) then there are two possibilities :

1) If the change of region is a concious choice and a desire of you, if it is to live a different experience or if destiny made you going there, then once there you will attract the necessary things (clothes, different food, other energies..) to make your metabolism function differently so that the temperature change is no longer felt as unpleasant.

2) The second possibility is to say : « I'm not made to support that kind of temperatures » then you are programming a « non-acceptance » of these new conditions. It's like going on holiday to a hot country and saying : « I have difficulties to support that kind of temperatures ». Then you will just attract the unpleasant effects of the heat, and you will create an intolerance to this heat. So this vacation will not be relaxing and balanced.

Conclusion:
If your state of mind, your thoughts and expressed words are positive towards the new situation (temperatures in this case) then there is no doubt that your body will do all that is necessary to make the new situation as pleasant as possible. Another example of the attraction law applied to the body is about food. On all regions of earth, people eat differently. These
differences are sometimes so important that people from one region do not understand how it is possible to stay alive with the things those other people from those other regions are eating. But as we have all the same body with a stomach and the same digestive system, we should be able to eat what the others eat. Of course, if there is a radical change, like coming from the north pole where you were eating only fish, and go to the equator regions and eat only fruit and spices, your body will need a little time to « adjust ». But the « adjusting » time will be shortened much if your thoughts and expressions are positive and « in line » with the changes. Here you will also attract the necessary changes and create a new tolerance for the new food.

To finally finish with the attraction law, I would like to repeat that the biggest problem on earth is this role of victim, the victim thought pattern is fixed profoundly in the thoughts of many people who come from the rich countries but also from poor countries. Except maybe some « primitive » tribes who live far from « civilisation? »

So if this victim consciousness is omnipresent and that everywhere the people are whining that they are not lucky / victim of the system / why does this happen to me, or if they are in front of an organisation such as justice, police, mafia, military, government, they say : « I can do nothing against that / them » then the law of attraction will enforce this by attracting more victim experiences. (Theft, rape, injustice..) And this is valid individually and collectively.

The solution to this is not to reinforce the police or the army, or to vote for a political party with extreme ideas (fachism, egoism..), the solution is inside of you, and is to avoid considering yourself as a victim. The only thing we can be victim of is our own thoughts, words and actions.

So the next time something unpleasant arrives to you, and it seems to be the « others » their fault, then ask yourself what thoughts, words or actions could have attracted this. By doing this you will realise and become conscious that it's you the main responsible, and the result will be that the unpleasant things will disappear because you will watch yourselves not to create such situations. (hopefully!)

And what's more, if a lot of people do this, then life on earth will improve beyond your imagination because the victim consciousness is present on earth for thousands of years and we don't know anything else.
Law of deliberate creation.

Humans are creators. And when I say this, you don't have an idea in what measure. The Creator has created humans in his image and resemblance they say, and that's true. (But not physical resemblance)

Every instant of your life you are creating. You can create something with your hands; this is the most common with the materialistic view of things. But before creating something with your hands, you have to think about it and design it. You cannot create something you have never thought of. But the law of deliberate creation tells us that when we think about of something, we are already creating it. Thought is creative, and depending on the strength, the time, the emotional charge (love), and the vibrations you have, the thought will be created more or less rapidly. And this works with or without your hands! You can amplify a thought by expressing it. (And the verb became flesh..)

Note that also the law of attraction is very close to the law of creation. One attracts the necessary things to create.

That's where the humans are different to the rest of the creatures of nature. You could say that the other natural things like animals, plants, planets, minerals and all that is not human, respond to a greater creation plan from the great Creator which is the source of everything. (The Source, the collective unconscious, God... call it as you like). This plan, this magnificent great plan, is making things evolve. Science has proven that the birth (apparition) of life on a planet is a phenomenon with a very small probability of happening. It's such a small probability that you can speak in terms of a miracle. Normally, if you do not interfere with a natural system, it's tendency is to break down and end up in a chaotic state. (back to dust)

They call that with a scientific word : entropy. For living things, it's just the opposite that happens: things have the tendency to reorder themselves, become more complex and go towards a higher evolved state. This is called negative entropy.

A more or less scientific explanation for this negative entropy are cosmic rays. These rays (vibrations) are of the highest known frequencies and the most energetic rays. These rays go through all matter and have such a high energy that they can split atoms or the nucleus of the atoms and form that way other matter with other properties. That can be simpler atoms or more complex ones. (Splitting or fusion)

But generally the influence of those rays is very low because they are widely dispersed in the universe except around black holes.

The good news is that the tendency of evolution is a consequence of the action of those rays. Slowly but surely these rays transform the matter present in the universe to a more evolved matter. This is also true for living organisms. Of course, these rays do not “hit” matter in a random way. Knowing that hazard is not really hazard, it's easy to understand that these rays, when applied on the right moment and on the right spot will produce new matter.

Only the Creator knows when and where it is “adequate” to apply the rays. (As all matter is part of the Creator, no problem to know when and where and how many rays are needed)

The most exiting news is to know that this whole infinite creation is this law of deliberate creation, and that we the humans who are creators too, can influence this creation.

Our thoughts are vibrations. These vibrations then affect the collective unconscious that sends well directed cosmic rays to realise what we think of. As said before, the more thoughts are concentrated and long, the more energy is send back and the quicker you realise your thoughts. It's in this context that you can look at phenomena like “creative visualisation” or
the verb became matter. (After understanding this, it should no longer surprise you that some highly vibrational evolved “Masters” can eventually change water in wine.)

There is just one aspect of the creative law that you have to watch closely: it works better in one direction than in the other. In what direction does it function well?
When it is applied in the direction of the greater creative plan of nature which tends towards evolution. Of course you can create things that do not serve the purpose of evolution, but rather towards destruction and chaos, but to create those things it demands a greater effort and more energy of those who wish to create this.
One example is television. The TV is the ideal tool to make the victim consciousness stay present in the mind of the population. You do this by showing news and movies with victims of something, but the point is that you have to repeat that very often, otherwise people will “naturally” forget this, and this could lead to a better planetary situation which is not the purpose of the governments. (those in power)

Now to illustrate the creation law, let's look at some examples:

The first example and the most common is the parking place. If you go somewhere, if it is now to the shop or a public activity (party, movies...), often it's hard to find a parking place. By using the second law you can create a parking place close to where you have to be by a simple thought or expression.

Say inside your mind or even with your voice:
“I reserve a parking place close to the spot where I am going now. Thank you.”
This simple phrase said mentally or loudly will create the necessary situation to liberate (or keep clear) a parking place where you go, whatever the crowdedness of the spot.
Do not try to know how the collective unconscious (or Source, or God...) will handle this. It's not up to you to think about that because it could ruin your creation. (See the attraction law)
It is man that “asks” and God “executes” and not the contrary as described in certain books.
In this case you have to : “Let go and let God handle the details”.

So don't worry, “God” will move heaven and earth if necessary for you, if you but ask.

No why this “thank you” at the end ? It is not for being polite because the Source or God does not mind about polite questions, but see it as an amplification of the demand, because by saying thank you, it is as if you already had what you asked for. (The parking place is already waiting)

What is really important when using the second law, is to do “as if” you already received what you asked for. You can do that with a “Thank you”, but also with actions. (Divine laws come into action when you are sure of something. As you are the creator, if you are not sure you want to create something = no creation!)
So to the contrary, never try to do something. Or say : I will try this and that... because in the word trying there is “I'm not sure it will work” and as a logical deduction; trying is doing nothing. (Like sticking out your arm to catch a glass on the table and notice your arm is too short. Then instead of bending forward you say : “I couldn't catch the glass on the table because my arm was too short, but at least I tried ?!)
If you want to do something, don't try to do it, just DO IT!

To illustrate what has been said above, let's take the example of purchasing a dog. To buy a dog is not so easy because besides the fact that it's rather expensive, if you buy the first one you encounter, the dog might not suit you.
First of all the is the financial aspect. Let's assume you don't have enough money to buy the animal. You can already use the 2° law to state this: “I will find the necessary money for this purchase within the shortest delay. Thank you”
Note : It's not written “I will try to find the money..”
And to amplify the demand, you could already “prepare” the coming of the animal by buying some dog food and a basket bed, and put it already on the spot where you would like it to be. Shortly said: do as if the dog is already there. Then you may be sure that the money will come from somewhere, and you will be able to buy it.

Then again you can use the 2° law by stating: *I will purchase the dog that is best suited for me and my family. Thank you.*

And certainly do not say: “I will try to find a dog that is quite good” or worse: “you have to be lucky to find a good dog”. These two last statements will not help you to find a dog, but rather the contrary.

And of course, once your on your way to get the dog, let yourself be guided by your intuition, listen to the comments of the people around you with discernment, and also watch the reaction of the different dogs. By acting this way, you will certainly “fall” on the right dog, and you will “feel” it’s the one you want.

To finish, I will give you an example in a totally different domain. It's an example taken from a company where I worked before. One of my colleagues was almost 60 and in perfect health, but he smoked 2 packets of cigarettes in a day and drank 5 to 7 coffees. And when you asked him: “Everything all right Gilbert?” He would answer dead seriously: “You know I keep myself up and going with coffee and cigarettes, and if these were really as bad as they say, I would already be having health problems by now.”

So this guy has used the 2° law (unconsciously) and also the 1° law (attraction) to adapt his physical body to this rhythm of intoxication without consequences. As you see, nothing is impossible with the 2° law of deliberate creation.

To finish with the law of deliberate creation, one can say that the law is perfectly complementary with the law of attraction, and in some cases similar.

Now that you know this second law, I can only encourage you to use it. If you use this law frequently with imagination, you will see that “hazard” and/or bad luck will no longer affect you or at least, much less. In fact, hazard and bad luck do not exist. It's simply phenomena that we have given that name because we are not seeing the relationship between thoughts and words and the situations they produce. Therefore, not being able to explain those situations in a “normal” context, we attribute them to hazard. And by the way, all accidents aren't accidents either.
The Law of Tolerance.

I think that actually humans on earth are having a hard time with the law of tolerance. The law of tolerance has also two well known synonyms which are respect and acceptance.

At the moment in our societies there's not much space for tolerance and respect. It's rather the contrary. When you watch the news on TV, it's highly probable that 99% of the news items are a result of non-tolerance. There are also other synonyms of non-tolerance that are racism, (xenophobia) egoism, and sectarianism.

The non-tolerance in our actual world is based on the idea of separation. The idea of separation is to consider the other humans as “the others”. But we all come from the same Source and the same energy. There's a part of us that is connected to that Source (unconscious) and is therefore collective. So a part of us is collective to everyone, if you are French, English, American, Arab, Jew, Chinese or Extraterrestrial.

To have a better understanding of the connection between humans and all that exists, let's take the example of the air (to breathe) in a house.

The air of the kitchen and the air of the living room surely have different properties: the air of the kitchen has a different smell, is more humid.. so you can find a lot of differences between the air of the kitchen and of the living room, but it's basically the same air...the same substance. It's simply air.

So imagine when you see the air of the kitchen arguing with the air of the living:
- Kitchen air to living : you look like stupid air.
- Living air to kitchen : and you stink !

By seeing this scene, you will probably react by saying : Don't argue like that, you are the same air, except of some properties!

This is the same with humans, the basic substance is the same (energy or spirit from the Source) for everyone, except for the form : the physical aspect, the body, is different for everyone. Each body has different properties, well adapted to the kind of experience that you desired to live.

Unfortunately, even at a very young age, we learn to laugh at our differences, which results in frustration, and later this laughing becomes hate and racism with all the consequences thereof. The idea of separation is rooted deeply in our beliefs (system) and is encouraged by the governments who take advantage of this. (dividing to reign)

As a result, it's very hard for humans on earth to tolerate the “other”. But if we want to improve our situation on earth today, we will have to accept to be tolerant and respectful towards others. The only way to achieve this is to recognize the spiritual nature of humans, and that on some level, we are all the same.

We have to recognize that separation is only an illusion, an illusion of which the purpose is to “play” a part in life filled with experiences of which we can learn and evolve. (And by the way; to really live an experience fully and totally, what's better than not knowing it is just an experience ? That's why at birth you forget who you really are!!)

But if being fully in the illusion leads you towards destruction, (suicide in all of it's forms) then it's better to take one step back and realize it's only an experience. Then there will be a "distance" between you and the experience and you can learn from it.
So now, if you see others who look weird, and are not as you would like them to be, accept them as they are. Tolerate that there may be people totally different from you. They simply came to experiment something different.

But **beware**! If someone is totally different in the sense of harming others, and the harm is consciously to stop evolution, like slavery, exploitation, breach of trust, then **do not tolerate** this difference. **Do not tolerate the intolerable.**

Now you will probably say that intolerable situations, there are plenty in our society, and you're right. There are a lot of situations that may not be accepted. If you are in such a situation, use the second law (of creation) to get out of it, because resisting will call the first law, and will only make it worse. When you use the second law first, the first law (attraction) will also be used but to **your advantage**.

Now let's look at an example of the law of tolerance:

You're working in a company that has the tendency to exploit you, they don't trust you, they do not respect your health.. in short, they are not tolerant.

In this case you can use the law of creation like this:

“I ask an employment or job that suits me in a perfect way, where I will be respected and loved. And this for the highest good of all concerned. Thank you.”

Let's analyze this demand. In statements like this to call on the second law, **always** ask for something in a **positive way** and in the sense of **evolution**. You have to avoid things like: “I would like my boss to drop dead” or “I would like my company to go broke”. These demands have a negative aspect. They contain elements of destruction. In this case, the second law will not have any effect, or very little. But you will call the first law that will attract a similar experience to you, which could be very unpleasant.

In the second half of the sentence you can see: “for the highest good of all the concerned”. This is an add-on with the purpose of calling the law of tolerance. If you desire something, but when your desire is realized, other people are diminished, or are more dependent to you or to something else, then the solution was a **good** solution for you but a **bad** solution for the others, so that solution was **not** for the highest good of all!

In all problem situations there are always several solutions (even if your imagination cannot imagine it), and there will always be one solution that fits everybody.

So by adding the sentence: “for the highest good of all the concerned” you will automatically call the best solution, and you are tolerant towards the others.

And as said before, if you use the second law to ask something that would only be good for yourselves, and not for the others, the law would have little or no effect. Of course there are cases where the solution is good for you but neutral to the others. In that case the second law of creation works well. You have to be able to tolerate that a solution to a problem is positive to the others too. (including your boss that exploits you)

And don't forget that if you can only see or imagine one solution, that there probably are several ones, even solutions you could not possibly think of.

So be confident in the action of the law of creation, because it will give you the best solution among all the possibilities. And of course, be open to the solution. In the example above it's about changing jobs, so if you see that after your demand, all points in the direction of quitting your actual job, then **DO IT**!

To summarize, if you are using the 2° law of creation, do not forget the little add-on “for the highest good of all the concerned”. In this way you include the 3° law of tolerance and your demand / creation is much more powerful.
To strengthen even more your creations, you can repeat them several times, especially when it concerns important things in life, or if it concerns many people. And of course, if you ask / create the same with many people, the power will not be multiplied by the number of people but will be somewhat exponential. (like asking for peace on earth)

The law of Equilibrium.

Concerning this law, you can find it already in nature: If man leaves nature by itself, (like some 1000 years ago) then the ecosystems will tend towards an equilibrium, a stable situation. In the time of the dinosaurs, the situation has been kept stable for millions of years, and during that time the ecosystems were in a state of equilibrium. It was only in the last period that there was an imbalance because of too much dinosaurs, and therefore a risk for the vegetation to disappear. And as a consequence the end of the dinosaurs too. (When the vegetation became rare, the great plan of universal creation decided to “change” the life style on earth by extinguishing the dinosaurs a little earlier before the vegetation was completely gone, otherwise the planet would not be “suitable” any more for the next living organisms.) Isn't it wonderful how “hazard” send a not too small meteorite, nor a too big one, to just apply the necessary changes of life on earth for it's evolution. (Too small : dinosaurs not extinct, too big : all life extinct.)

Nature functions with cycles, and after a period of equilibrium, there is always a short period of imbalance, followed by radical changes, then back to another more evolved equilibrated state. As examples of these cycles applied to human history, we can mention Atlantis, then later the Greek and Roman civilisations (smaller cycles) and now ! (2012)

Concerning humanity, if the first three laws would be respected by everyone without exception, (otherwise you create an imbalance again) then you automatically achieve the 4° law and obtain an equilibrium. Of course you can evolve further while keeping this equilibrated state. That's the spiral of evolution as mentioned before. However, the contrary is not possible. It's not possible to follow the spiral of degradation (contrary of evolution) and to keep an equilibrium (like a new world order...), because if you follow that path, (what humankind is doing right now) you go against the great plan of creation, the “mechanics” get stuck and you create an imbalance.
Conclusion.

In the Bible (I'm not a great fan of the Bible, but there are some real good things in there) it is written: “Know the truth, and the truth shall set you free”.

The laws presented here are already a part of that truth. One can notice that liberty comes from knowledge, the knowledge of at least these Universal laws. (Liberty here is seen as delivered from the doubtful conditions of human life, and not the liberty from having all the power and money, because in the latter case your freedom is to be surrounded by body guards!)

Do not forget that obedience precedes authority, and that the Universal laws obey to the one that obeys the laws. (law of attraction)

Now that you know these laws, look around you, look into your life and that of others, watch TV (not too often), and accept that things are this way now. (but you don't have to agree) Do not resist by going to manifestations AGAINST certain things, because it only makes them stronger. Go to manifestations that are FOR something better. (Do I hear you say: that's the same? On the subtle spiritual plane of creation this is not the same)

Think about how things would be much better for everyone. Apply these ideas already in your life. By doing this, you are changing the world. (Yes YOU!) Especially if there are a lot of you doing this.

When the radical changes will come, (who are already a little visible) do not fear. Be confident in the great plan of creation, and the great plan will be confident in you and will guide you, because this great plan is made for the highest good of all.

So you will create a new world which suits everybody, you will create the promised land, the new paradigm, heaven on earth... you name it.

And finally, man will get what he desires for such a long time:

Peace, health and joy... an Equilibrium!